When Your Athlete’s SAFETY Is At Risk...

Don’t Fall For An Inferior Product.

**NO WINGS, NO WAY!** Other vault box collars are not NFHS or NCAA legal.

Only the 719 SafetyMax+ Box Collar from Gill Athletics has the exclusive edge-wrap protection of a winged design, as illustrated in the ASTM F2949-12 Standard.

Cut-Away Front View

- **BEND CAVITY**
  Allows pole rotation and is cut to match side wall and strike plate.

- **POLE CLEARANCE**
  Clearance along the bottom of the box does not inhibit proper pole movement.

- **GILL EXCLUSIVE BOX COLLAR WING**
  Descends into vault box as shown in the ASTM F2949-12 standard.

Fits snugly to interior vault box wall, exclusive SafetyMax+ edge-wrap protection.

**NO WINGS, NO WAY!** Other box collars do not have wings that properly descend into the vault box as shown in the ASTM standard F2949-12, and DO NOT MEET THE 2015 NCAA and NFHS RULES for competition.

CALL 800-637-3090 TO LOCATE YOUR LOCAL GILL DEALER OR TO FIND OUT MORE.